
This information is to assist businesses in deciding the types of rates they are willing to offer to the
trade, it is meant as a guide and an overview. Different operators use slightly different terminology,
do ask them for clarification if you are unsure.

tour operator rate

This rate will be given to operators usually as a net rate although sometimes as a commissionable rate.
They will expect this to be between 15% (although this would be on the low side) and 30% below the
retail price. They will either incorporate this into an itinerary or sell it as an optional extra. The rate
will depend on the operator and you may want to consider their reach and the potential for you to
reach new markets when negotiating rates with Tour Operators. Remember a Tour Operator will also
sell to Travel Agents who will expect a commission of between 10-15% so you need to make your
product attractive to the Tour Operators by enabling them a margin when reselling.

fIt rate

This is a Fully Inclusive Tour rate. This is where the operator will add it fully into an itinerary so the
customer will be unable to know exactly what they paid for it. It will mean they expect better rates
as they will be unable to sell it on unless it is part of a package, therefore minimising the potential
for them to undercut you in your B2C sales.

Group rate

The rate you will give for a group of 15 or more guests (or your standard group size).

ad hoc Group rate

The rate you will give for a one-off inclusion in an itinerary.

tour serIes rate

The rate an operator gets for including you regularly in an itinerary.

There are many different rates and you need to ensure consistency. Don’t sell your product one price
to consumers and then increase your price to allow commissions for the trade. Ensure your pricing
allows for commission to the trade. Each operator will have different expectations and some may be
better suited to your business. See the commission as a marketing fee, allowing you to reach new
markets that you would be unable to reach by yourselves.

You should give your rates upon request and keep what you pay each trade partner confidential.

rates for the travel trade


